
REGULATION ON APPEALS OF RESULTS OF THE FINAL EXAM 

 

Rules for the summer session 2019-2020 educational year with application of RET 

(on the basis of points 2.17.21-2.17.28 Academic policy of al-Farabi KazNU) 

 

1. The student, who does not agree with the result of the final control in the discipline (assessment 

for the exam), has the right to submit a reasoned written application within three working days 

after the exam results are published in the electronic sheet in the «Univer» system. 

2. Application for appeal is accepted if the grade for the exam does not correspond to the objective 

level of learning outcomes demonstrated by these students: 

– due to incorrect wording of the exam question; 

– due to the fact that the examination question in content does not correspond to the curriculum of 

the discipline; 

- due to the fact that the student’s response is assessed biased due to a mismatch in the qualification 

profile of the members of the examination committee; 

- due to grammatical errors in the text of the correct answer when testing in the Moodle RES. 

Appealed assessment and reason for appeal should be indicated in the student’s application. 

3. Applications for appeal are accepted remotely by the faculties’ deputy deans for educational and 

methodical work. 

4. Results of examinations conducted in any form can be subject for appeal. The basis for the 

appeal is the recorded answers of the students. 

5. During the consideration of appeals, members of the appeal commission shall issue a reasoned 

written opinion on the merits of the appeal statement on the assessment of the results of the 

examination and a protocol shall be drawn up in the established form 

6. The appeal commission does not have the right to ask additional questions to the student, and 

can not make corrections to the completed examination work. 

7. The appeal commission has the right to satisfy the appeal and decide to add points to the 

examination assessment or not to satisfy the appeal and leave the assessment unchanged. 

8. Lowering the previously issued examination score is not allowed. 

9. The appeal commission has the right to annul the examination work when plagiarism is revealed 

in the examination work - the presence of borrowed material, the use of a text with a synonymous 

replacement of words and expressions without changing the meaning (paraphrase), including the 

use of a text translated from another language, etc. 

10. Consideration of appeals is carried out with the obligatory online participation of the student 

who has filed an appeal. The appeal commission must reasonably explain to the student who filed 

the appeal the decision made by the commission as a result of the appeal. The clarification is 

carried out through a video conference in Microsoft Teams, which is required to be recorded. The 

chairman of the appeal commission of the faculty organizes and provides a video conference 

recording. Video is stored for 6 months in Microsoft Stream. Saving video recordings of the appeal 

commission is provided by the Situation Management Center. 



11. The appeal review schedule is set up by the faculties by June 16, 2020 and submitted to the 

Department of Academic Affairs (DAV) for publication on the Al-Farabi KazNU website in the 

“Distance Education” for informing the students. 

12. Appeal protocol is drawn up within 48 hours after the consideration of the appeal and is sent 

for approval to the Department of Academic Affairs. 

13. After approval, the faculty forms a consolidated statement of appeal points, which is approved 

by the vice-rector for academic affairs and transferred to the registrar’s office to add points to the 

electronic statements in the UNIVER system. 

 


